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3 RATIONALE

For this project I was taked with taking an existing piece of packaging 

and redesigning it to work better for it's intended audience. Initially, I 

wanted to just package japanese detail carving tools, but through my 

research and ideation phases I quickly realized that it would be really 

useful to package a carving set for block printing.

Having done block printing myself, I was well aware of how much of a 

pain it is to get started without resorting to using cheap plastic kits. 

In the current market if you want to get quality tools you have to make 

multiple individual stops at different suppliers to get good tools; my 

packaging project aims to remedy that issue.

Beaver is a durable art supply brand. Strong, sharp, and hard working like 

the mighty canadian beaver, Beaver art supplies are intended to last 

the user through many years of wear and tear. But not only are Beaver 

art supplies durable, they are also premium quality. With the packaging 

meant to mimic the raw materials used to create works of art and 

highlight the possibilities that are contained within the materials 

themselves. It used a mixture of elegant typography and rough linocut 

inspired illustrations to show the consumer what they can accomplish 

before they ever even touch a tool.
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11 SECOND LIFE

THE SECOND LIFE

The one thing that I knew I wanted out of this 

project from the get go was a container (or in 

this case containers) that had a second, and 

maybe even third life. I wanted the user to be 

able to reuse my packaging for a long while 

after they opened it, so I opted to make the 

bag reverse into a tote and made the tool roll 

double as a half apron.
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13 RESEARCH

INDIVIDUAL TOOLS

You can, of course,  purchase the different 

tools needed for relief printing individually. 

But most of the brands that sell their 

tools indivudually either use cheap plastic 

containers, or don’t come in any packaging 

(see Lee Valley). 

And while the hard plastic shells can 

technically have an afterlife, the plastic itself 

is really cheap, wears out quickly, and doesn’t 

look the greatest either.



14 RESEARCH

NATIONAL BRANDS

The two national brands that I found for relief 

printing kits are Speedball and Essdee. Both of 

them have the same problem. The product that 

they are packaging are not the same quality as 

the tools you could get individually.

The brands opted to make the kits as cheaply 

as possible, so they used hard plastics 

instead of more durable materials like wood 

or metal. Further, the carving tools that they 

include have swappable bits; which is fine for 

screwdrivers but tends to break easily  

in carving tools.

Moreover, I find that the packaging is quite 

lack luster. both of them adequately contain 

the product and tell customers what is inside, 

but it doesn’t do much else. The packaging 

doesn’t have a second or third life, and while 

each designs are nice in their own way, I don’t 

think they advertise the creativity that the 

consumer could have using them.



15 RESEARCH

CONSUMER USAGE

Many of the artists and hobbyists that are 

looking to start relief printing are looking for 

a quick start kit that won’t require them to go 

to multiple places. I remember when I started 

doing relief printing I had to go to five separate 

stores to get the different tools required for 

creating block prints. 

They also want a way to store their tools and 

materials that isn’t just shoving everything 

into a messy toolbox. 



16 BRANDING

WORDMARK

The wordmark is typeset in Jaune Grande 

Regular. Since the x-height of Jaune is so large 

I decided to make all of the letters lowercase 

as a stylistic choice.

I choose this typeface because I feel like the 

strokes have the same quality of lines as the 

ones made by the japanese detail carving tools 

included in the set. 



17 BRANDING

BRAND ICON

I decided to make the icon that was inspired by 

two things I saw often when I was growing up, 

Woodland paintings and the old Parks Canada 

logo. I tried to combine the aesthetic motifs 

and quality of line together to create my own 

beaver icon.



18 BRANDING

TYPOGRAPHY

Since the typeface that I used for the 

wordmark has so much personality, I decided to 

contrast it with a more tame and elegant serif 

typeface. I played around with several different 

ones—from Franklin Gothic to Antique 

Olive—but I settled on using the font Cooper 

Hewitt. It has a narrower width so it will be able 

to squeeze the French and English without 

looking too cramped and the letterforms have 

a playful personality, but don’t fight with the 

wordmark for attention.



19 BRANDING

COLOURS

Since Beaver is an art brand I wanted to use 

bright, playful colours. This shows my target 

market that the brand is both fun and elegant 

at the same time.



20 ILLUSTRATIONS

ROUGH ILLUSTRATIONS

To contrast the fine lines of my typographic 

pallette, I decided to make some hand drawn 

patterns that could be used along side the 

text. I tried to make the quality of line emulate 

that with which you would get from carving 

linoleum and I incorporated the beaver icon 

along with a variation of plants and leaves  

that you can find in the forest.
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REFINED ILLUSTRATIONS
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DIGITIZED TILES
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INITIAL SKETCHES
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SEWING PROTOTYPES



25 PROTOTYPES

FABRIC EXPERIMENTS

I wanted to see if it was feasible to add colour 

to my canvas for this project with the materials 

I had lying around at home. I experimented with 

dying the canvas blue and stamping the fabric 

blue with block printing ink.

For the dying, I liked the colour, however I did 

not take fabric shrinkage into consideration 

(my canvas was 100% cotton). When I took 

the canvas out to press I realized this mistake 

when I lost all 4cm of my seam allowance  

to fabric shrinkage.

I also tried stamping the fabric with block 

printing ink, but for what ever reason—whether 

dry or wet on application—I wasn't able to get 

a good impression on the fabric.



26 PROTOTYPES

FOLDED PROTOTYPES

Initially I was planing on only making the apron 

out of canvas, but upon folding these paper 

prototypes I realized that their form was too 

rigid to hold everything I needed it to. 

Moreover, the size of container I needed for my 

packaging was too large for any single sheet 

of paper I bought, and I wasn't sure how I could 

get bigger paper during the pandemic (my 

paper was 25 by 20 inches and I didn't want to 

use paper rolls because the ones I could find 

were too light weight).



27 PROTOTYPES

HANDDRAWN MOCKUPS

I wanted to see how all of the elements would 

work together in the actual pacakging, so I 

made some hand drawn paper prototypes 

based off of my layout sketches and my 

pattern sketches (unfortunately I didn’t have 

access to a printer). 

The paper prototypes gave me a good idea of 

what I would like to change and what can stay 

the same for my final packaging. It also made 

me think about what information I need to put 

on the packaging like washing instructions  

and paper sizes.
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DIGITIZATION
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DIGITAL MOCKUPS
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castor

4 in  ×  6 in  |  10,2 cm  ×  15,2 cm

FINE

PRINTMAKING

PAPER

beaver

4 in  ×  6 in  |  10.2 cm  ×  15.2 cm 

Acid-free  |  45 gsm 

BLOCK

PRINTING

BASICS

beaver

A quick guide on how to prepare, 

carve, and print linoleum blocks.

RELIEF INKS

beaver

Includes black, blue, red, and green 

water soluble relief inks.castor

ENSEMBLE 

D'IMPRESSION 

DE BLOC

Inclut tous que vous avez besoin pour 
creér des impressions superbes



31 PATTERNS & DIELINES

PATTERNS & DIELINES

I created the dielines and sewing patterns for 

printing on A0 sheets so the packaging could 

be easily replicable.

The following pages will be the pattern and 

dieline pieces at their proper scale.









35 PHOTO SHOOT

PHOTO THUMBNAILS

Before I went ahead and shot any of my 

photographs, I figured it would be a good 

idea to sketch out some rough thumbnail 

compositions. That way, when I was ready 

and set up to take photos I already knew 

approximately what I wanted to get.



36 PHOTO SHOOT

PHOTO SHOOT

Initially I tried to take all of my photographs out 

doors. I figured that if I took them outdoors 

it would fit the theme better. However, I 

quickly realized that carrying around all of the 

equiptment I needed to hike to do the proper 

photo shoot alone was not feasible for one 

human being—trust me I tried.

So I ended up settling on doing the photo 

shoot indoors on my dining table. I grabbed a 

stand and some scrap canvas I had left lying 

around and set up an impromtu photo booth. 

Unfortunately I didn't have enough canvas for 

the sides, so I ended up photoshopping it  

out in post production.
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This project was made to complete the course 
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